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Abstract
As computational drama studies are developing rapidly, the Dutch dramatic tradition is in need of centralisation still
before it can benefit from state-of-the-art methodologies. This paper presents and evaluates EmDComF, a historical
corpus of 466 both manually curated and automatically digitised early modern Dutch comedies and farces authored
between 1650 and 1725, and describes the refinement of a historically motivated annotation framework exploring
sentiment and emotions in these two dramatic subgenres. Originating from Lodewijk Meyer’s philosophical writings on
passions in the dramatic genre (±1670), published in Naauwkeurig onderwys in de tooneel-poëzy (Thorough instruction
in the Poetics of Drama) by the literary society Nil Volentibus Arduum in 1765, a historical and genre-specific emotion
framework is tested and operationalised for annotating emotions in the domain of early modern Dutch comedies and
farces. Based on a frequency and cluster analysis of 782 annotated sentences by 2 expert annotators, the initial 38
emotion labels were restructured to a hierarchical label set of the 5 emotions Hatred, Anxiety, Sadness, Joy and Desire.
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1. Introduction

Drama as a literary genre has been gaining inter-
est in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) re-
search field in recent years. In 2019, the DraCor
database (Fischer et al., 2019) established a stan-
dardized XML TEI encoding framework, allowing
the dramatic tradition in Europe to be described
structurally and language-independently. Thanks
to digitizing and encoding initiatives of literature
throughout Europe in previous decades, the dra-
matic genre has opened up to computational and
comparative research on a European level. Pre-
dicting structure in plain text dramas for corpus
expansion through encoding enrichment (Pagel
et al., 2021), network analysis based on structural
drama features (Botond and Bence, 2023; Santa
María Fernández and Dabrowska, 2023), coref-
erence resolution (Pagel and Reiter, 2021), emo-
tion analysis (Schmidt et al., 2021a; Dennerlein
et al., 2023) and authorial style development in writ-
ing tragedies and comedies (Cafiero and Gabay,
2023) have shown how drama is opening up to
data-driven analysis and interpretation. In spite of
this momentum for European drama, the Dutch dra-
matic tradition has not yet been object of such struc-
tural comparative research. Lacking standardised
datasets first and encoding enrichment second, the
Dutch dramatic tradition needs centralisation still
before it can partake in riding the waves of compu-
tational drama analysis.

In this paper, our objective is to propel research
on the Dutch dramatic tradition forward by focus-
ing on early modern Dutch comedies and farces,

spanning the period from 1650 to 1725. Comedies
and farces, traditionally underexposed or deemed
inferior in Dutch literary historiography on drama
(te Winkel, 1924; Knuvelder, 1964; Erenstein et al.,
1996), showcase the importance of desire and
imagination in early modern consumption culture
by staging characters who experience socially con-
firming situations or imaginary social expansions in
a broad range of economical settings, recognisable
to the early modern consumers in the audience
(van Stipriaan, 1996; Porteman and Smits-Veldt,
2008). These types of plays, therefore, display
cultural social conduct regarding possession and
value assignment, revealing the moral, social and
emotional dynamics of early modern consumption
(Hinnant, 1995; Perry, 2003; Goldstein and Tigner,
2016; Ferket, 2021). We therefore aim to model
how desire and its objects are staged in comedies
and farces in the Low Countries, and by doing so
individuate unexplored patterns in the theatrical rep-
resentation of the early modern Dutch consumption
culture.

First, we relate the creation of the EmDComF
corpus, consisting of manually curated and auto-
matically digitised early modern Dutch comedies
and farces authored between 1650 and 1725 in
txt format, and evaluate the implementation of the
Transkribus Print M1 model for automatic corpus
expansion (Section 2). Then, we elaborate how we
refined a historically motivated emotion annotation
framework for early modern Dutch comedies and
farces through data-driven clustering algorithms
(Section 3). In conclusion, we discuss our findings
and discuss future work (Section 4).
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OCR Ground Truth (OCR + GOLD) MANUAL
Google Books Google Books + CENETON Google Books + DBNL CENETON DBNL

217 92 34 108 15

Table 1: Overview of the EmdComF corpus (n=466) and its subsets.

2. The EmDComF Corpus

2.1. Collecting Text Editions
Comedies and farces were productive dramatic sub-
genres in early modern Dutch society. In total, we
collected 466 early modern comedies and farces
written by 165 authors in the period from 1650 to
1725.

For the collection of the early modern Dutch
comedies and farces, we made use of both open
source editions in txt format from the databases
Digitale Bibliotheek voor de Nederlandse Letteren
(DBNL) and Census Nederlands Toneel (CENE-
TON), and of scanned editions accessible on
Google Books using OCR. In our dataset of 466
unique historical plays, we can individuate three
subgroups according to their database provenance:
there are 123 texts only available in manually cu-
rated form, 217 texts are only available in OCR
form, and there are two ground truths (GTs) which
contain 126 texts for which both manually curated
and OCRed texts are available. With the gold-OCR
pairs in both GTs, we are able to measure the qual-
ity of OCRed texts in the EmDComF corpus in gen-
eral, as we can compare 126 OCRed texts to their
manual references. The distinction between both
GTs is maintained throughout this comparison, be-
cause their manual text editions correspond differ-
ently to OCRed editions due to differing markup
implementations. In Table 1, we give an overview
of the provenance of the texts collected in the Emd-
ComF corpus.

Two full-text databases provided manually cu-
rated texts, roughly making up half of the dataset.
DBNL provided 49 and CENETON provided 200
manually curated plays. The other 217 plays were
obtained OCRing scans of printed plays made avail-
able by Google Books using the Transkribus Print
M1 model. This model was chosen to perform OCR,
as it is trained on more than 5,000,000 words in 16
languages, among which Dutch, English, French,
German, Italian, Spanish and Latin which appear in
varying degrees throughout the plays in the EmD-
ComF corpus, from several print typologies, such
as the roman and blackletter script, sometimes both
used at the same time in the print editions of the
plays in the corpus. Finally, Transkribus’ Print M1
model digitises text with an acclaimed 2.20% Char-
acter Error Rate accuracy according to their web-
site1, which makes it an interesting model for mul-

1https://readcoop.eu/transkribus/public-models/

tilingual text recognition on multiple historical and
modern scripts.

We first assess the quality of OCRed texts in the
EmDComF corpus, before initiating further down-
stream content-wise NLP tasks such as sentiment
and emotion detection or other profiling analyses.
Doing this, we are able to evaluate which aspects
of textual information are maintained or lost in the
digitisation process using OCR.

2.2. Metrics

We use Character Error Rate (CER = S+D+I
Cref

)
and Word Error Rate (WER = S+D+I

Wref
) to evaluate

the performance of the digitisation process at the
text level for gold-OCR pairs in both GTs. CER is
the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein et al., 1966)
between predicted characters and their reference
characters (Cref), namely the minimal amount of
substitutions (S), deletions (D) and insertions (I)
needed to transform the OCRed characters into
their reference characters, and WER is defined
as the Levenshtein distance between predicted
words and their reference words (Wref) following
the same logic (Neudecker et al., 2021). We re-
port macro-averaged and micro-averaged CER and
WER scores, with the former treating CER and
WER scores equally regardless of text length and
with the latter aggregating error rates cumulatively
according to text length.

We complement CER and WER results with vec-
torisation similarity calculations, considering the av-
eraged cosine similarity of the lexical and semantic
vector representation of gold-OCR pairs in each GT
on text level, to estimate the textual quality of the
digitisation process. Lexical similarity is assessed
through three perspectives on the combined vocab-
ularies of the gold-OCR pairs per GT. First, lexical
presence is modeled in gold-OCR pairs using a
Bag-of-Words (BoW) representation of all gold and
OCR word types per GT. Then, token frequency
for each word type is captured through a count-
based BoW representation. Finally, relative lexical
significance is determined using a Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) representa-
tion, where token frequency per word type in each
text is weighted based on the combined vocabu-
lary frequency in its gold-OCR collection. Semantic
similarity is modeled with a Doc2Vec representa-
tion, which considers context and the contextual
meaning of words (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010; Le
and Mikolov, 2014).

https://www.dbnl.org/
https://www.let.leidenuniv.nl/Dutch/Ceneton/
https://books.google.com/
https://readcoop.eu/model/transkribus-print-multi-language-dutch-german-english-finnish-french-swedish-etc/
https://readcoop.eu/model/transkribus-print-multi-language-dutch-german-english-finnish-french-swedish-etc/
https://readcoop.eu/transkribus/public-models/
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2.3. Cleaning & Preprocessing
Embedded in two separate databases, different
markups were used for the original formatting of the
manually curated plays. The manual editions from
CENETON were automatically extracted from their
html hyperlinks and converted to txt format. The
manual editions from DBNL were downloaded in txt
format. All manually curated editions downloaded
in raw txt needed manual and semi-automatic
(regex) cleaning to be able to form the ground truth
for their respective raw OCR renderings to be com-
pared to, since the manually curated editions incor-
porate textual noise superfluous and detrimental to
this task and since the OCRed texts can only follow
the scans of printed editions (Example 1).

1. -(==1==)(»pagina-aanduiding«) DE GEWAANDE
ADVOCAAT, KLUCHTSPÉL.2

- DE
GEWAANDE

ADV
CCAAT

KLUCHTSPÉL
We created two GTs, one for each manually cu-

rated subset, to get insight into the quality of the
OCRed texts. The CENETON GT consists of 92
gold-OCR pairs and the DBNL GT consists of 34
gold-OCR pairs, which means that we OCRed print
editions for which manually curated versions are
available in the databases. We calculate the CER
and WER values for all pairs in the GTs after dif-
ferent preprocessing steps, comparing the OCRed
version of a text with its manually curated edition.
Finally, we compare the lexical and semantic vector
representations of the GTs after each preprocess-
ing step to measure the textual similarity between
gold and OCRed texts at text level. Doing this, we
can make an informed estimation of the quality of
the subset of 217 OCRed texts for which no manu-
ally curated text data are available.

Preprocessing steps undertaken to streamline
raw gold-OCR pairs as much as possible, are:

1. Removing superfluous tabs and whitespaces.

2. Lowercasing and decoding diacritical marks.

3. Removing punctuation.

4. Automatic word segmentation and spellcheck
using Symspellpy’s edit distance3 for out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) OCRed tokens, based on
the monogram and bigram frequency dictio-
nary of all manually curated data.

Here follows a gold-OCR pairwise comparison
per preprocessing step to illustrate the impact of
preprocessing on CER and WER scores, where

2English: The Presumed Lawyer, Farce.
3https://github.com/mammothb/symspellpy

the first example is a gold sentence and the sec-
ond an OCRed sentence. Hyphens separate the
instances.

1) - DE GEWAANDE ADVOCAAT, KLUCHTSPÉL.
- DE GEWAANDE ADV CCAAT KLUCHTSPÉL

CER : 12.12 | WER : 75.0

2) - de gewaande advocaat, kluchtspel.
- de gewaande adv ccaat kluchtspel

CER : 12.12 | WER : 75.0

3) - de gewaande advocaat kluchtspel
- de gewaande adv ccaat kluchtspel

CER : 6.5 | WER : 50.0

4) - de gewaande advocaat kluchtspel
- de gewaande adv caat kluchtspel

CER : 3.2 | WER : 50.0

2.4. Results

2.4.1. CER and WER

The distribution of micro and macro-averaged CER
and WER in the two databases throughout the pre-
processing steps in Table 2 is telling for both how
the manually curated editions functioned as refer-
ences in the GTs and how well the OCR performed
on the scanned editions.

Micro and macro-averaged CER and WER after
preprocessing steps for the CENETON and DBNL
GTs show opposite tendencies, with the CENETON
GT obtaining better scores for micro-averaging and
the DBNL GT obtaining better scores for macro-
averaging. This indicates on the one hand that the
DBNL GT had better scoring pairs in its collection
(n=34) though cumulatively more errors were aggre-
gated, whereas on the other hand CENETON had
worse scoring pairs in its collection (n=92) though
reaching lower accumulated error rates.

In general, though, the DBNL GT scores better
than the CENETON GT, reaching lower CER and
WER scores after preprocessing steps. This indi-
cates that the DBNL gold-OCR pairs throughout
correspond better textually, so that there are fewer
out of gold strings in OCRed text and/or fewer out of
OCRed print edition strings in manually curated text.
Despite these preprocessing steps, both OCRed
and gold texts in the GTs exhibit non-corresponding
textual noise, which maintains Character Error Rate
(CER) and Word Error Rate (WER) scores, includ-
ing: OCR mistakes (wrongfully recognised and/or
separated characters), structural deviations from
the gold texts present in the OCRed texts, such as
repeated titles, acts and scenes in headers and
footers and (un)succesfull rendered Google Books
vignets, and textual deviations from the OCRed
texts indicating text structuring elements, occa-
sional manual typos or word segmentation mis-
takes in the reference.

https://github.com/mammothb/symspellpy
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CENETON (n=92) DBNL (n=34) COMBINED (n=126)
Step CERM WERM CERM WERM CERM WERM

1 10.00 17.82 12.59 18.89 10.70 18.11
2 9.29 15.40 7.88 12.00 8.91 14.48
3 8.48 11.60 7.44 10.07 8.20 11.19
4 9.00 9.98 7.11 8.39 8.29 9.55

Step CERm WERm CERm WERm CERm WERm

1 9.76 17.26 13.13 19.86 10.67 17.96
2 9.09 14.89 8.10 12.36 8.82 14.21
3 8.36 11.50 7.65 10.40 8.17 11.20
4 8.85 9.85 7.31 8.69 8.43 9.54

Table 2: Macro-averagedM and Micro-averagedm CER and WER scores after preprocessing the CENETON
GT, DBNL GT and the combined GTs.

CENETON (n=92) DBNL (n=34)
vectorised 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

BoW 77.65 81.93 87.69 90.12 74.73 85.81 88.89 91.50
COUNT 99.26 99.38 99.31 99.40 99.41 99.53 99.52 99.58
TF-IDF 96.97 97.39 97.15 97.91 97.90 98.31 98.26 98.73

Doc2Vec 96.38 98.07 98.81 98.92 97.76 99.15 99.46 99.51

Table 3: Averaged cosine similarity scores of BoW, count-based, TF-IDF and Doc2Vec vector representa-
tions of the CENETON and DBNL GTs at text level after each preprocessing step.

Nonetheless, layout and string normalisation
proves to textually align OCR outputs better in both
GTs, as shown in Table 2, by removing superfluous
tabs and spaces and punctuation and by lower-
casing and ignoring accents. In this way, omitted
or superfluously inserted accents or punctuation,
or non-corresponding upper-cased or lower-cased
characters in both gold and OCRed texts do not
interfere with CER and WER scores. Using the pre-
vious preprocessing steps and a dictionary-based
word segmentation and spellcheck algorithm for
OOV OCRed tokens in step 4) from the Symspellpy
library, we conclude that, despite the inevitable dis-
crepancies caused by non-corresponding textual
noise, OCRed text in this dataset on the average
of 126 gold-OCR pairs reaches a correspondence
of 91.5% on the character level and 90.5% on the
word level.

2.4.2. Lexical and Semantic Vectorisation

The CER and WER scores are indicative of the per-
formance of the Transkribus M1 model for digitising
scanned print editions of early modern Dutch come-
dies and farces, and can be further supported by
the averaged cosine similarity scores of the lexical
and semantic vector representations of the GTs at
the text level per preprocessing step to estimate
textual quality after the digitisation process.

Comparing the lexical vectorisation of OCRed
texts and their reference texts, we measure lexi-
cal differences between each text pair by model-
ing lexical presence on gold and OCR word types
(BoW), lexical frequency on token frequency per
word type (count-based BoW) and relative lexical
significance (TF-IDF) based on the relative token

frequency weighted on the gold-OCR combined
vocabulary frequency per GT. This way, both the
corresponding and deviating vocabulary items from
OCRed texts are assessed from 3 lexical perspec-
tives in the lexical similarity calculations. To per-
form these lexical vectorisations of the gold-OCR
pairs, we used scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
The semantical vectorisation of OCRed texts and
their reference texts is performed by a Doc2Vec
model that is trained on each gold-OCR collection
per preprocessing step (5 models for CENETON
GT, and 5 for DBNL GT), with each a vector size of
300 and a context window of 10 tokens. Gensim
was used to obtain semantic Doc2Vec representa-
tions of gold-OCR pairs (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010).
The averaged similarity scores of the lexically and
semantically vectorised gold-OCR pairs per pre-
processing step on text level are found in Table
3.

The averaged cosine similarity scores of the lex-
ical vector representations of the gold-OCR pairs
per GT indicate that the BoW vectorisation, which
models the vocabulary word types present in text
pairs, closely correlates with the reported micro-
averaged WER scores for both GTs after prepro-
cessing step 3 and 4. For the DBNL GT after step
3 and 4, BoW scores 88.89 and 91.50 and WER
scores 10.40 and 8.69; and for the CENETON GT,
BoW scores 87.69 and 90.12 and WER scores
11.50 and 9.85. This correlation is to be expected,
since a BoW representation assesses vocabulary
presence at the word type level by creating new
word types for OOV OCRed tokens and WER quan-
tifies the percentage of these tokens that do not
match their reference counterparts. Count-based
BoW vector representations modeling the token
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frequency of vocabulary word types present in text
pairs show an almost exact lexical frequency simi-
larity between gold and OCRed texts, indicating that
the distribution of terms is highly consistent across
both gold-OCR collections, with minimal variation
introduced by token frequencies of OCRed word
types regardless of the preprocessing steps. TF-
IDF vector representations demonstrate a high level
of agreement regarding lexical importance in the
GTs, yet exhibit a 2.09% deviation in the CENE-
TON GT and a 1.27% deviation in the DBNL GT,
underscoring the relative differences in which word
types are important based on their token frequen-
cies in correlation to their frequency distribution
throughout all gold-OCR pairs per GT. Doc2Vec
averaged cosine similarity scores reveal a high and
incrementing semantic similarity between gold and
OCRed text pairs after each preprocessing step in
both GTs. This means that the semantic content
and context captured by the Doc2Vec embeddings
are becoming increasingly aligned through prepro-
cessing.

Higher similarity scores are, again, generally re-
ported for the DBNL GT, indicating that gold-OCR
pairs in the DBNL GT lexically and semantically
deviate less than pairs in the CENETON GT, as
the former has less and the latter has more non-
corresponding textual noise in its OCRed or gold
texts on average. Finally, there is a tendency for
the similarity scores to increase per preprocess-
ing step in both GTs, with a slight deviation in the
count-based and TF-IDF similarity scores for the
CENETON GT and DBNL GT after preprocessing
step 3 that removes punctuation. Therefore, we
find that the proposed preprocessing steps gener-
ally lower the distance between the OCRed and
gold texts in both GTs by effectively making their
lexical and semantic similarities more explicit in all
vector representations.

Based on the averaged vectorised comparison of
126 gold-OCR pairs, we conclude that the OCRed
texts can be expected to be qualitative enough for
further textual analysis despite persisting CER and
WER scores averaging around 8.5% and 9.5% re-
spectively due to non-corresponding textual noise,
since they capture very similar amounts of lexical
and semantic information to their manually curated
counterparts. By analogy, this means that the sub-
set of 217 uniquely OCRed texts should convey
similar amounts of lexical and semantic informa-
tion on average after the proposed preprocessing
steps, which makes them valuable assets to this
dataset. This also suggests the automatic digitisa-
tion of early modern Dutch comedies and farces
using Transkribus M1 model to be a worthwhile
corpus expansion method.

At last, we contend that the presence of textual
noise previously identified in both OCRed and gold

texts should not necessarily undermine the overall
textual quality of the OCRed texts in the EmDComF
corpus. In future work, our focus will be on test-
ing the usability of these OCR data through textual
analysis. This will best illustrate the real impact
of the observed average 2.09% deviation in the
relatively significant content words in the OCRed
CENETON vocabulary and of the 1.27% deviation
in the OCRed DBNL vocabulary on the one hand,
and the impact of the semantic deviations of 1.08%
for OCRed CENETON texts and 0.49% for OCRed
DBNL texts on the other hand. These deviations
might eventually be deemed negligible within this
corpus, which could have important implications for
the automatic corpus expansion of other historical
dramatic traditions for which no manually curated
but scanned editions are available. Nonetheless,
we plan to explore additional OCR post-correction
or language normalisation techniques to further pro-
cess deviations in OCRed texts of the EmDComF
corpus.

3. Historical Emotions in EmDComF

The EmDComF corpus consists of 466 early mod-
ern Dutch comedies and farces, with OCRed texts
that we have demonstrated to display very high
lexical and semantic similarities to the manually
curated editions on average. Now that the textual
quality of both types of text editions has been put
into perspective, we proceed to the content-wise
emotion analysis of these text data as early mod-
ern Dutch comedies and farces have been sug-
gested to particularly display moral, social and emo-
tional dynamics of early modern Dutch consump-
tion culture (Hinnant, 1995; Perry, 2003; Goldstein
and Tigner, 2016; Ferket, 2021). After a discus-
sion on Emotion Analysis in historical drama, we
describe the refinement of a data-driven genre-
specific emotion annotation framework to be im-
plemented in a Machine Learning (ML) approach.
With this, we aim to create expert systems capa-
ble of automatically detecting emotion within the
EmDComF corpus by fine-tuning pre-trained LLMs
(large language models) on historical and modern
Dutch, such as GysBERT (Manjavacas Arevalo and
Fonteyn, 2022) and BERTje (de Vries et al., 2019)
respectively, based on the manual annotations of
sentiment and emotion in the corpus.

3.1. Emotion Analysis in Historical
Drama

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is defined by Liu (2020)
as the field of study that analyses people’s opin-
ions, sentiments, appraisals, attitudes, and emo-
tions toward entities and their attributes expressed
in written text. As a popular application from the
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Emotion A-a B-a A-r B-r K F1
Affection 11 13 1.99 2.96 0.66 0.67
Ambition 37 27 6.70 6.15 0.61 0.63

Anger 43 49 7.79 11.16 0.82 0.83
Audacity 4 31 0.72 7.06 0.22 0.23
Aversion 50 53 9.06 12.07 0.76 0.78

Compassion 0 1 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.00
Confidence 81 7 14.67 1.59 0.12 0.14

Consternation 26 15 4.71 3.42 0.48 0.49
Courage 3 2 0.54 0.46 0.40 0.40

Cowardice 0 1 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.00
Curiosity 20 6 3.62 1.37 0.38 0.38

Desperation 8 8 1.45 1.82 0.75 0.75
Devotion 18 8 3.26 1.82 0.61 0.62

Enjoyment 1 6 0.18 1.37 0.28 0.29
Favor 8 9 1.45 2.05 0.94 0.94
Fear 9 9 1.63 2.05 0.66 0.67

Friendship 8 8 1.45 1.82 0.87 0.88

Emotion A-a B-a A-r B-r K F1
Gratitude 5 6 0.91 1.37 0.54 0.55
Hatred 3 5 0.54 1.14 0.75 0.75
Hope 14 4 2.54 0.91 0.33 0.33

Indecision 1 0 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Indignation 66 41 11.96 9.34 0.61 0.64

Joy 17 9 3.08 2.05 0.45 0.46
Love 23 27 4.17 6.15 0.88 0.88

Peace of mind 2 4 0.36 0.91 0.67 0.67
Pity 1 1 0.18 0.23 1.00 1.00

Pride 17 9 3.08 2.05 0.69 0.69
Regret 12 11 2.17 2.51 0.78 0.78

Remorse 1 1 0.18 0.23 1.00 1.00
Sadness 20 12 3.62 2.73 0.62 0.63

Satisfaction 25 26 4.53 5.92 0.82 0.82
Shame 1 1 0.18 0.23 1.00 1.00

Uneasiness 15 26 2.72 5.92 0.58 0.59
Vindictiveness 2 3 0.36 0.68 0.80 0.80

Table 4: Absolute frequency (a), relative frequency (r), Cohen’s Kappa (K), and F1-score for the 34
emotion labels annotated by annotator A and annotator B in the annotation test set of 782 sentences.

NLP domain, SA is nowadays often being used to
identify positive, neutral, negative or mixed senti-
ments expressed in product reviews or social media
posts, as well as the targets of these sentiments
(Liu, 2020). Emotion Analysis (EA), a subdomain
of SA, deals with the more complex task of identify-
ing different emotion classes like joy and sadness
in texts, instead of the aforementioned sentiment
polarity (Kim and Klinger, 2019; Rebora, 2023). In
the last decade, SA and EA have been increasingly
applied at the intersection of NLP and Digital Hu-
manities (DH) in the field of Computational Literary
Studies, as literary research is often concerned
with understanding sentiments and emotions that
organise and orient narratives throughout literary
genres since the emergence of literary traditions
(Hogan, 2011).

In computational literary research adopting SA
and EA in historical drama, Leemans et al. (2017)
aimed to trace historical changes in emotion ex-
pression and in the embodiment of emotions in a
corpus of 29 historical Dutch theatre plays from
between 1600 to 1800. To this end, the first lexi-
cons and emotion classification schemes for early
modern Dutch were created by annotating 27,993
sentences with 38 historically accurate emotion la-
bels, body part labels, bodily process labels, emo-
tional action labels and body sensation labels (van
der Zwaan et al., 2015; Leemans et al., 2017). Us-
ing a combination of dictionary-based approaches,
this first historical emotion classification methodol-
ogy for early modern Dutch drama reached a 10%
precision and 60% recall on the test set.

In historical German drama, state-of-the-art
methodologies have been applied for sentiment
and emotion classification using transformer-based
language models (Schmidt et al., 2021a; Denner-
lein et al., 2023). Anchoring their hierarchical emo-
tion annotation scheme in a German literary stud-

ies perspective to annotate 13 sub-emotions com-
ing from 6 main emotion classes expressed or at-
tributed to characters (Schmidt et al., 2021b; Den-
nerlein et al., 2022), Schmidt et al. (2021a) acquired
13,264 annotations from 11 historical German plays
and Dennerlein et al. (2023) acquired 11,939 an-
notations from 17 historical German plays. Both
studies evaluated multiple transformer-based ML
approaches to classify text sequences with sin-
gle emotion labels from their emotion framework.
Schmidt et al. (2021a) separately report polarity
classification accuracy and F1-score up to 90% for
their 2 polarity classes (positive/negative), 75% ac-
curacy and F1-score for main emotion class classi-
fication and 66% accuracy and F1-score for the 13
sub-emotion classification after fine-tuning on an
annotation subset filtered on disagreeing annota-
tions. Dennerlein et al. (2023) report an accuracy of
73% for the 14 sub-emotion classification (a neutral
category was added) in cross-validation from which
the 6 main emotion classifications and 4 polarity
classifications are derived, after fine-tuning on a
similarly filtered annotation subset. With this per-
formance, Dennerlein et al. (2023) succeeded in
detecting emotional differences between historical
German comedies and tragedies.

3.2. Operationalising Historical Emotions

To be able to detect emotions that are historically
relevant to the comedies and farces from the EmD-
ComF corpus, we operationalised the historical
emotion framework for early modern theatre com-
posed by Lodewijk Meyer around 1670 for emotion
annotation. Meyer defined emotions, or passions,
as abnormal motions of the heart caused by the
notions of good or evil and perceived by the soul
(Steenbakkers, 1999). This vision on emotions be-
ing caused by individual moralistic judgment about
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Figure 1: Annotator A’s emotion clusters with weighted-linking filtered on infrequent emotions.

Figure 2: Annotator B’s emotion clusters with weighted-linking filtered on infrequent emotions.

good or evil was rooted in contemporary philosoph-
ical and literary debates on ethics and human na-
ture. In the instructive work on theatre poetics
Naauwkeurig onderwys in de tooneel-poëzy (Thor-
ough instruction in the Poetics of Drama) published
by literary society Nil Volentibus Arduum in 1765
(Harmsen, 1989; Steenbakkers, 1999), Meyer’s
moralistic and individualistic conceptualisation of
emotion was authoritative in early modern Dutch
theatre writing. His description of 38 emotions in
the domain-specific context of the EmDComF cor-
pus therefore validates our approach to adopting
this emotion annotation framework.

In the annotation study conducted to get insight
in the emotionality of the EmDComF corpus, we
made use of Meyer’s initial 38 emotion labels to
annotate emotions expressed or attributed to char-
acters in sentences. Sentiment was annotated on
sentence level, using a positive, neutral or nega-
tive label. Per sentence, only one sentiment but
multiple emotions could be annotated if this was
necessary. NLTK Punkt sentence segmentation

(Bird et al., 2009) was used to create the sentences,
as this greedy sentence splitting method seemed
most fit for this task instead of relying on regular
expressions. Guided by the description of these
38 emotion categories as summarised by Harmsen
(1989) during the annotations, two expert annota-
tors independently annotated emotions and senti-
ment in one act of a comedy from the corpus, con-
sisting of 782 sentences in authentic early modern
Dutch. In these sentences, annotator A annotated
552 emotions, and annotator B annotated 439 emo-
tions using 34 of the 38 emotion labels with varying
frequencies. This is due to the fact that delineating
emotions in these sentences is at times an inter-
pretative task, which is why the annotators often
disagreed in their annotations. In Table 4, we give
an overview of the annotation study from the per-
spective of both annotators per annotated emotion
label, the absolute and relative frequencies, and
Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) and F1-scores to
determine the Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA).

Throughout the 34 annotated emotion labels,
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emotion agreement is moderate as the mean
Kappa score is 0.59 (0.4 < k < 0.6) and F1-score is
0.60 , whereas sentiment agreement is substantial
with a mean Kappa score of 0.75 (0.6 < k < 0.8) and
F1-score of 0.85. Nevertheless, class imbalances
due to different emotion frequency annotations per
annotator were created by this fine-grained anno-
tation set, resulting in a few emotion labels with
non-existing or perfect IAA scores. For the emo-
tions Compassion, Cowardice and Indecision, IAA
scores are 0.00 as these single-time annotated la-
bels were not used by the other annotator, and
IAA for the emotions Pity, Remorse and Shame is
theoretically perfect as the single time that these
emotions occurred in the annotation set, they were
annotated. For example in sentence 656 "Zou hy
zich zo verstooren?"4, annotator A labeled Indeci-
sion and B labeled Uneasiness; in sentence 73 "Ik
kon immers ’t arme maag’re beest zo niet in de open
lucht laaten staan."5, both annotators labeled Pity.
More frequently occurring emotions like Ambition,
Anger, Aversion, Indignation, Love and Satisfaction
report more meaningful substantial IAA scores as
these were throughout consistently annotated by
both annotators. Finally, some emotions like Au-
dacity, Confidence, Curiosity, Enjoyment and Hope
were not annotated with consistent frequency by
both annotators, meaning that often the other an-
notator did not label that sentence or used another
emotion label having interpreted it differently. For
example in sentence 714 "Zeer wel, daar wil ik wel
van snoepen."6, annotator A labeled Joy and B
labeled Enjoyment.

3.2.1. Clustering Emotion Annotations

Annotating 38 emotion labels remains a challenge
as some emotion labels are hard to be distin-
guished from one another and seem open to inter-
pretation, even though moderate IAA was reached
on annotating 34 of the initial 38 emotions found
in the annotation test. To operationalise this fine-
grained label set and to establish an emotionality
framework that fits the EmDComF corpus best, we
apply methodological solutions for emotion class
imbalances in fine-grained emotional frameworks,
illustrated by similar research analysing emotion in
another domain. De Bruyne et al. (2019) created
a domain-specific emotion set of 5 emotion labels
by clustering the annotations from an annotation
study labeling 25 emotions in modern Dutch tweets.
Their approach increased efficiency in the annota-
tion process by hierarchically structuring the emo-
tion framework, which means that similar emotion

4English: Would he be so upset?
5English: After all, I couldn’t leave the poor, skinny

animal out in the open like that.
6English: Very well, I would like to snack on that.

labels were grouped together under a broader label
that captures a shared emotional essence. There-
fore, as hierarchical emotion frameworks have also
shown to be effective in research detecting emotion
in historical German drama (Schmidt et al., 2021a;
Dennerlein et al., 2023), we adopt the clustering
methodology to hierarchically structure the 34 an-
notated emotion labels in the annotations by both
annotators as proposed by De Bruyne et al. (2019).

To cluster the annotated emotion labels per an-
notator, each emotion label is transformed into a
vector, resulting in 34 782-dimensional vectors as
782 sentences were annotated. Emotion presence
in these vectors is binarised per dimension, with 1
indicating emotion presence and with 0 indicating
its absence. These binarised vectors are then fed
to hierarchical clustering algorithms performed with
SciPy (Virtanen et al., 2020). SciPy’s weighted link-
age method (WPGMA: d(u, v) = dist(s,v)+dist(t,v)

2 )7

resulted in the most intuitive dendrograms (emo-
tion label clusters), as it iteratively merges clusters
based on the average distances between them, ulti-
mately forming a hierarchical structure that reflects
those average linkage distances, and are therefore
the only clustering results we report. We applied
the weighted linkage method on both annotation
sets and on the annotation sets filtered on infre-
quent emotion labels occurring less than 10 times
per set, showcasing the consistent cluster intervals
based on the average linkage distances. Figures
1 and 2 show the weighted-linking dendrograms
based on both annotators’ filtered annotation set.

Concluding, 7 hierarchical clusters result from
annotator A’s and 5 from annotator B’s annotations.
Both dendrograms acknowledge main classes for
Joy, Sadness, Hatred, Anxiety and Desire; with
annotator A’s dendrogram distinguishing another
two main classes for Hope-Devotion and Curiosity-
Satisfaction. Based on the emotion frequency and
weighted cluster results of the 782 annotated sen-
tences and a historical literary studies perspective
on the dramatics and emotions in early modern
Dutch comedies and farces, we propose the hierar-
chical emotion set of 5 labels that we will continue to
use in future annotations in Table 5. Based on the
dendrograms, we merged Fear, Desperation and
Cowardice; Consternation, Uneasiness and Indig-
nation; Regret and Remorse; Joy and Enjoyment;
Affection, Friendship, Compassion and Gratitude;
Satisfaction, Peace of mind and Relief ; Devotion
and Favour; and finally Pride, Confidence, Audac-
ity and Courage. We left the under-represented
emotions of Vindictiveness, Indecision, Shame and
Pity extant to be annotated in future work to de-

7Weighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean:
d(u, v): distance between clusters u and v. dist(s, v):
distance from s to v, dist(t, v): distance from t to v. The
formula averages these distances to compute d(u, v).
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Label A-a B-a A-r B-r
Hatred 98 18% 110 25%

aversion 50 9% 53 12%
anger 43 8% 49 11%

vindictiveness 2 0% 3 1%
(hatred) 3 1% 5 1%
Anxiety 126 23% 101 23%

fear 17 3% 18 4%
indecision 1 0% 0 0%

shame 1 0% 1 0%
consternation 107 19% 82 19%

Sadness 34 6% 25 6%
(sadness) 20 4% 12 3%

regret 13 2% 12 3%
pity 1 0% 1 0%
Joy 69 13% 73 17%
(joy) 18 3% 15 3%

affection 24 4% 28 6%
satisfaction 27 5% 30 7%

Desire 225 41% 130 30%
devotion 26 5% 17 4%

love 23 4% 27 6%
ambition 37 7% 27 6%

pride 105 19% 49 11%
hope 14 3% 4 1%

curiosity 20 4% 6 1%

Table 5: Absolute (a) and relative (r) emotion fre-
quency distribution in the hierarchical label set of 5
emotions and 20 sub-emotions based on the anno-
tations of annotator A and B.

cide if they have their own place in this framework
or should be merged. We finally remark that the
resulting hierarchical emotion framework of 5 la-
bels seems to correspond quite closely to some
modern day emotion classifications, namely with
the 5 labels of Joy, Sadness, Anger, Nervousness
and Love established by De Bruyne et al. (2019) or
with 4 of the 6 basic emotions linked to universal
facial expressions of Joy, Anger, Fear and Sad-
ness by Ekman (1992). Other than these emo-
tion frameworks, we explicitly maintain more fine-
grained emotion sub-classifications as we hope
they will eventually be useful in an Aspect-based
Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) methodology to find the
objects of the detected emotions in early modern
Dutch comedies and farces, with specific regard
to the different sub-emotions that were clustered
under the label of Desire.

4. Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we presented and evaluated the EmD-
ComF corpus of 466 early modern Dutch comedies
and farces written between 1650 and 1725 in txt
format, of both manually curated and OCRed text
editions. The quality of OCRed texts in the corpus
was measured using CER and WER on 126 gold-
OCR text pairs, which resulted in a micro-averaged
CER score of 8.43 and a WER score of 9.54 af-
ter preprocessing. Finally, we calculated the lex-

ical and semantic vectorisation similarity of 126
gold and OCR texts on text level to further estimate
the textual quality of the OCRed texts. These re-
sults indicated high lexical and semantic similarities
between OCRed texts and their manually curated
edition on average, which generally increased af-
ter preprocessing. Based on these average CER
and WER scores and average lexical and semantic
vectorisation similarity scores, we can expect the
subset of 217 uniquely OCRed plays in the EmD-
ComF corpus to be similarly qualitative in line with
said averages.

Having framed the digitisation performance and
the lexical and semantic quality of OCRed plays in
the EmDComF corpus, we then related how we re-
fined a historical emotion annotation framework for
emotion analysis in early modern Dutch comedies
and farces. Lodewijk Meyer’s philosophical and
literary work on emotions in early modern Dutch
theatre provided us the framework of 38 emotion
labels. An annotation study on 782 sentences la-
beling these 38 emotions was conducted by two
expert annotators independently. Their annotations
indicated a dense emotionality spectrum in the sen-
tences, as 34 emotions had been used in the anno-
tations with a mean Kappa score of 0.59, indicating
moderate annotation agreement. Expectedly, an-
notation sparsity was evident for some emotions us-
ing this fine-grained framework. To operationalise
the initial emotion framework, clustering algorithms
were performed on the annotated emotion labels
to establish a hierarchical emotion label set. The
refined emotion annotation framework we propose
consists of 5 hierarchical emotions Hatred, Anx-
iety, Sadness, Joy and Desire with 20 possible
sub-emotions based on the clusterisation and the
annotation frequencies. Recalculating IAA on the 5
main emotion labels, annotation agreement is now
substantial with a mean Kappa score of 0.68 and
F1-score of 0.72. Hatred has almost perfect agree-
ment with a 0.85 Kappa score; Joy, Sadness and
Anxiety have substantial agreement with Kappa
scores of 0.79, 0.68 and 0.64 respectively; Desire
is the hardest category to agree on, having moder-
ate agreement with a 0.43 Kappa score.

Our future plans involve expanding the annota-
tion of plays using this refined emotion framework.
These annotations will then serve as training data
to fine-tune LLMs, allowing for the creation of expert
systems capable of automatically detecting emo-
tion in early modern Dutch comedies and farces.
Additionally, we plan to integrate this approach into
an ABSA methodology to automatically link iden-
tified emotions with their respective objects in the
EmDComF corpus, aiming to establish an emo-
tional object typology specific for these types of
historical plays with specific regard to expressions
of Desire.
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